A comparative study of $k$-nearest neighbour techniques in crowd simulation
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Abstract
The $k$-nearest neighbour ($k$NN) problem appears in many different fields of computer science, such as computer animation and robotics. In crowd simulation, $k$NN queries are typically used by a collision-avoidance method to prevent unnecessary computations. Many different methods for finding these neighbours exist, but it is unclear which will work best in crowd simulations, an application which is characterised by low dimensionality and frequent change of the data points. We therefore compare several data structures for performing $k$NN queries. We find that the nanoflann implementation of a $k$-d tree offers the best performance by far on many different scenarios, processing 100,000 agents in about 35 ms on a fast consumer PC.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Algorithms that find the $k$-nearest neighbours ($k$NN) are popular in many different fields of computer science, such as computer animation, robotics, machine learning, databases, computer vision, and computational geometry. In these fields, the data typically has high dimensionality, and there is a clear separation between an offline phase in which an index is constructed and an online phase in which queries are performed. In addition, many data structures are optimised for use cases in which not all data fits into main memory.

In crowd simulation, efficient collision avoidance is important, and collision-avoidance methods require an agent (such as a virtual pedestrian or robot) to know several of its nearest neighbours (e.g., Guy et al\cite{Guy2016} and van den Berg et al\cite{Berg2017}). Choosing a high-performance method for finding these neighbours is therefore important when simulating massive crowds. To our knowledge, a comparative study of different $k$NN methods was never performed in a comparable setting. The properties in this setting are different from those mentioned above: the data usually have only two dimensions (i.e., agents with an $x$- and $y$-coordinate), fit into main memory, and the data continuously change, making it ill-suited to the notion of a costly offline indexing phase. Due to these differences, it is unclear which $k$NN data structure offers the best performance in applications such as crowd simulation.

Contribution: we compare several data structures for finding nearest neighbours in the context of crowd simulation. We test these structures on a wide variety of scenarios, giving a representative picture of the performance that can be expected. We find that using the nanoflann implementation of the $k$-d tree\cite{Nanoflann} allows us to build the tree and query it for 100,000 agents in about 35 ms per time step. This method also has the lowest standard deviation of the query times.

This paper is structured as follows. First, we motivate our choice of data structures, give theoretical bounds for the tested data structures, and describe their implementation details. Then, we describe our experimental setup, scenarios, and results. Finally, we conclude that the nanoflann $k$-d tree outperforms the other structures, and we provide some leads for future work.
2 | RELATED WORK

For spatial data, the $k$NN problem is usually solved by building a spatial index. These indices can broadly be divided into two categories: those that partition the space and those that partition the data. Well-known instances of the former are quadtrees and $k$-d trees, whereas the latter includes R-trees and bounding volume hierarchies. The difference between the two is that spatial-partitioning methods recursively divide the remaining space into nonoverlapping areas while trying to balance the number of objects inside each subdivision, whereas data-partitioning methods try to cluster the data in potentially overlapping areas, preferably based on spatial proximity. We test data structures from both categories and describe each structure in more detail in the following section.

Several comparative studies of $k$NN methods exist (e.g., previous studies), but these focus on applications of $k$NN methods in high-dimensional settings like data mining and computer vision.

When data points are constantly moving, kinetic data structures can be used to maintain geometric information. However, because the trajectories of our agents change unpredictably, there does not appear to be a straightforward way to apply these techniques efficiently.

Recently, much research has been focused on using highly parallelised algorithms running on the GPU to speed up the computation of nearest neighbours; see, for example, de Gomensoro Malheiro and Walter and Pan et al. Although the results are promising, implementations are generally compatible with only a single hardware vendor, and the performance may vary greatly depending on the specific hardware used, making it hard to offer a fair comparison to CPU-based implementations. As such, we do not consider GPU implementations at this time.

Several motion planning packages that use data structures to accelerate nearest neighbour queries exist. For instance, the Open Motion Planning Library employs FLANN’s hierarchical clustering and the Geometric Near-Neighbour Access Tree, and the Motion Strategy Library uses the $k$-d tree from the ANN library. Such packages could benefit from implementing the fastest method we test here.

3 | DATA STRUCTURES

We made our selection of data structures based on prevalence, theoretical performance, and the availability of good implementations, taking into account the low dimensionality of our research domain and the fact that we are working in main memory. We settled on testing the data structures described below. A summary of their theoretical performance can be seen in Table 1. Note that we make a typographical distinction between the completely unrelated $k$’s in $k$NN, $k$-d, and $k$-means.

3.1 | $k$-d trees

A $k$-d tree is a spatial-partitioning structure that recursively splits the data set along one of the $k$ axes of the coordinate system. This is usually done in sequence: in the case where $k = 2$, we split alternately on $x$- and $y$-coordinate. Splitting continues until a maximum depth has been reached, or less than a specified number of points remains in a cell. $k$-d trees can be straightforwardly expanded to contain objects other than points, such as triangles or line segments. In this case, it can be difficult to determine the optimal splitting plane; in our case of points (or disks) in two dimensions, we can simply sort the points for each dimension and split along the median. A $k$-d tree can be constructed in $O(n \log n)$ time and can be used to find the $k$-nearest neighbours in $O(k \log n)$ time.

3.2 | BD-trees

The box-decomposition tree, or BD-tree (not to be confused with the bounded-deformation tree), is structurally similar to a $k$-d tree. It differs in two major ways: the rectangles that the space is decomposed into are fat, and each rectangle may have an associated inner rectangle. A fat rectangle is one with bounded ratio between the shortest and longest axis. Having fat rectangles ensures the size of the regions decreases exponentially as one traverses the tree. The inner rectangles allow a rectangle to be split not into two rectangles along some coordinate axis, but into an outer and an inner rectangle, where the resulting region is the set-theoretic difference between the two. A BD-tree can be constructed in $O(n \log n)$ time and can be used to find the $k$-nearest neighbours in $O(k \log n)$ time.

3.3 | R-trees

R-trees were created as a data-partitioning structure supporting multidimensional data in multidimensional spaces. They are also fully dynamic: queries may be mixed with insertions and deletions without a need for periodic rebalancing. R-trees
are based on B-trees and as such are structurally similar: the number of objects in a leaf node, as well as the number of children of an internal node, is limited by both a lower and an upper bound, and all leaves appear on the same level. Many different heuristics exist for the construction of the structure; in our case, we use the R*-tree, because it tries to prevent overlapping regions. An R*-tree can be constructed in \( O(n \log n) \) time and can be used to find the \( k \)NNs in \( O(k \log n) \) time. Because R-trees theoretically handle updates very well, we test both a version in which we rebuild the entire tree every time step, and one in which we remove and insert every agent incrementally.

### 3.4 Voronoi diagrams

Voronoi diagrams are spatial subdivisions where each cell is exactly the set of points closest to a site. We can then find the \( k \)NNs by an algorithm similar to Dijkstra algorithm for single-source shortest paths. We add a site’s neighbouring cells to a priority queue, where our priority is the distance of a cell’s site to the query point. We then repeatedly extract the cell with minimum distance from the queue and add its neighbours. A Voronoi diagram can be constructed in \( O(n \log n) \) time, and if we use a binary heap as our priority queue, we can find the \( k \)NNs in \( O(k \log n) \) time.

### 3.5 Hierarchical \( \kappa \)-means clustering

\( \kappa \)-means clustering was originally conceived to partition a population based on a sample. The algorithm works by initialising \( \kappa \) sites at some location and calculating for each data point which of the \( \kappa \) sites it is closest to. Many seeding heuristics exist; in our application, the sites are chosen randomly. Each site is then moved to the mean of all points for which it is the closest site. This process is repeated until the sites no longer move, or until a maximum number of iterations has been performed. A hierarchical clustering then recursively performs this algorithm on each of the clusters that has been created. The spreading of points over the clusters can be arbitrarily bad, giving us a worst case construction time of \( O(n^2) \) and a query time of \( O(n) \), but if each cluster is consistently of roughly equal size, we get a construction time of \( O(n \log n) \) and a query time of \( O(k \log n) \).

### 3.6 Linear search and grids

Linear search is a naive, brute-force approach to the \( k \)NN problem: we simply iterate over all points in the set, keeping track of the \( k \) closest points so far. This gives a query time of \( O(n) \), but it has the advantage of requiring no construction whatsoever. A grid-based approach tries to improve on this in a simple way: we place a regular grid over the entire simulation area and keep track of the agents located in each cell. During a query, we search the cell containing the query points, as well as those cells directly adjacent. The construction time is \( O(n + m) \), where \( m \) is the number of cells in the grid. The worst case query time is \( O(n) \), but practical performance depends heavily on both the distribution of agents and the size of the cells.

### 3.7 Implementations

The BD-tree was provided by the ANN library. The FLANN library provided one of the \( k \)d trees and the \( \kappa \)-means method; another \( k \)d tree came from the nanoflann library. The Boost.Geometry library was used for the R-tree and Voronoi diagrams. Finally, linear search and the grid-based method were implemented by us. Note that, although the FLANN library supports the calculation of approximate nearest neighbours, we only use it for finding the exact nearest neighbours.

We had to make a minor modification to the ANN library to support querying from multiple threads (i.e., one variable containing state pertaining to the current query was changed from a global to a local variable). Also, although Boost supports building a Voronoi diagram, we implemented the algorithm for finding the \( k \) nearest sites ourselves, as described above.

Other than Boost’s R-tree implementation and the grid, none of the structures straightforwardly supported adding and removing points, so for all other structures, we rebuild them completely every time step. Furthermore, we use the default parameters for creating the spatial indices for each library; notably, this means that the number of clusters in the hierarchical \( \kappa \)-means clustering is 32 per level of the hierarchy. Finally, we set the cell size for the grid to 10 m, as this is roughly the distance in which we normally expect to find neighbours.

### 4 EXPERIMENTS

We used data captured from real crowds and from simulations that have real-world applications. To also give some insight into specific aspects of the data structures, we introduced some artificial scenarios that highlight specific properties of the crowds or environments.

#### 4.1 Experimental setup

As our data captured from real crowds are only available as a list of 2-D coordinates per agent for each time step, we converted all our other data to this form as well, rather than performing the tests during the simulation. For each structure, we read these data per time step, updated the structure,
then performed a \( k \)NN query for each agent. For all our tests, \( k = 10 \); we do not vary this parameter because collision-avoidance methods generally do not need more than 10 of the closest neighbours. Each time step, we measured the time taken to update the structure and the time taken to perform all queries. To better approximate the real usage of these structures in a crowd simulation framework, we performed multiple \( k \)NN queries in parallel using OpenMP.\(^{24}\)

All our code was written in C++, as were all the libraries we used. Our experiments were performed on a desktop computer with two Intel Xeon E5-2690 v3 12-core processors and 32 GB of DDR4 ECC RAM, running Ubuntu 15.10. We used g++ 5.2.1 to compile our program.

4.2 Scenarios

Our data from real crowds were obtained from the Jülich Forschungszentrum’s Institute for Advanced Simulation. Descriptions of the various situations can be read in Keip and Ries.\(^{25}\) They provide data captured from crowds in several scenarios. We used the data from the scenarios bidirectional flow, free choice of destination; bidirectional flow, ordered destination, symmetric flow rate; bottleneck; mouth hole in stadium, lower level; and mouth hole in stadium, upper level. We chose these scenarios for the presence of a relatively large number of people, as well as their relative complexity.

We also obtained data from simulations made in the Explicit Corridor Map (ECM) crowd simulation framework.\(^{26}\) We used scenarios that were developed for the planning of the Grand Départ of the Tour de France,\(^{27}\) which were used to simulate different placement of things such as fences and footbridges. We also used scenarios simulating the evacuation of a building with different numbers of people present. A selection of our test scenarios can be seen in Figure 1.

As we also wanted to obtain data on specific aspects of the performance of the different structures, we included several artificial scenarios. We were interested in how the following aspects affect the performance:

**Density:** We wanted to know how the distribution of agents affected the performance of the different structures. We included one scenario with 10,000 agents distributed uniformly at random, and one in which 75% of agents is spawned in five high-density clusters, and 25% uniformly at random.

**Stationary agents:** If many of the agents are standing still, we would expect methods that update rather than rebuild their structures to perform better. We included scenarios in which 25%, 50%, or 75% of the agents are standing still.

**Scaling:** We also wanted to test how the different structures scale in practice with increasing numbers of agents. We included a scenario where 100 agents are added to the simulation every time step. We ran this simulation for 1,000 time steps, scaling up to 100,000 agents.

4.3 Results

As the number of experiments is quite large (62 different scenarios) and the results for each category of experiments are quite similar, we only describe the results for one instance of each category.

4.3.1 General remarks

Looking at Figure 2, we see that the grid- and \( k \)-d tree-based methods offer the best update performance (disregarding linear search, which has no update). We also see that the query performance of the \( k \)-d trees and R-trees are better than those of the other methods. It is worth noting that this graph favours those methods that are fast for small numbers of agents.
FIGURE 2 A box plot of the time needed for updating and querying per agent per time step across all experiments. The whiskers extend to the fifth and 95th percentile. BD-tree = box-decomposition tree

FIGURE 3 Total update and query times per time step for the evacuation scenario. There is a constant number of 1,470 agents in the simulation. BD-tree = box-decomposition tree

(e.g., grid and linear search), as there were only a handful of tests with more than about 2,000 agents.

We note that there is a lot of noise in the measurements, especially in scenarios with a small number of agents (such as the bottleneck scenario seen in Figure 7). For the query performance, preliminary tests indicate this is due to the usage of a large number of threads (one for each core, 24 in total) on a small number of agents, meaning the scheduling overhead is large. The noise is greatly reduced when running the simulation on a single thread. The variance of the computation times for both updates and queries is most likely also influenced by the cache performance of each data structure. We also note that the peaks are not in the same locations when the experiments are repeated, meaning they are not related to the specific layout of the data points in those time steps. Our measurements suggest that k-d trees are particularly consistent in their performance, as the variance of the performance is much lower for both implementations than it is for other data structures.

The variance of the update time for the hierarchical k-means clustering is particularly high. This is likely due to the nature of the construction algorithm: depending on the quality of the initial (random) cluster locations, the algorithm needs more or fewer iterations to reach a solution. The variance for the update time for the R-tree that is rebuilt in each time step is also larger than that of the R-tree that is updated incrementally, indicating that the construction algorithm is sensitive to the particular layout of the data points, unlike the method for removing and inserting one point at a time.

Overall, the nanoflann implementation of the k-d tree clearly gives the best performance: it is only outperformed in situations with very few agents, and it can process 100,000 agents in about 35 ms per time step. It also has the most consistent performance, as can be seen in Figure 2: it has the smallest difference between the fifth and 95th percentile of all structures.

4.3.2 Evacuation scenario

Figure 3 shows the update and query performance on the evacuation scenario. The grid-based method shows that the update cost is very constant (and low). However, we note that the query time increases as the simulation progresses. We postulate that this is caused by the increase in local density due to crowding at the exits (see Figure 1b), but further tests would be needed to confirm this. The Voronoi diagram-based method shows the opposite effect: the query time is fairly constant, but the cost of computing the Voronoi diagram increases as the density does. The nanoflann k-d tree has the best query performance; the FLANN k-d tree, linear search, and both R-tree versions give similar query performance, although the R-trees have more variance in their performance. However, the FLANN k-d tree has about 4 times better update performance, and linear search requires no updates at all. This makes it quite competitive with the nanoflann k-d tree for this number of agents, which is still about 20% faster when considering both update and query times.

4.3.3 Scaling test

Figure 4 shows the change in performance as the number of agents steadily increases. We see that linear search quickly becomes infeasible: it performs relatively well until
about 8,000 agents, but then quickly starts to slow down; at 100,000 agents, it takes about 16 s to perform all the queries for a single time step. The grid-based method does slightly better, but at about 25,000 agents, its performance also quickly deteriorates. The BD-tree and \( \kappa \)-means method offer comparable query performance, but the cost of updating the \( \kappa \)-means structure quickly rises as the number of agents grows. The same can be said for both R-tree methods and the FLANN k-d tree: the query performance is similar, but the R-trees are over 3 times more expensive to update.

Figure 5 shows the sum of the update and query times for this scenario, showing how much time each structure needs per time step in total. Here, we see that the grid-based method is actually somewhat faster than the \( \kappa \)-means method on the whole, but the curve of the graph suggests this will quickly change if even more agents are added. The update version of the R-tree is about 20% faster than the version that rebuilds the tree every time step. The k-d trees are the fastest by a large margin, and the nanoflann implementation is about twice as fast as the FLANN version.

### 4.3.4 Density test

In the clusters scenario, several locations in the environment quickly get congested, resulting in a sharp increase in the query time of the grid-based method, as seen in Figure 6. This is because some grid cells contain a disproportionately large number of agents: the cell size is too large for the local density. None of the other methods seem to be particularly affected by changes in density.

### 4.3.5 Bottleneck scenario

In Figure 7, the update and query performance of all structures on the bottleneck scenario are shown. We note that there is a strong correlation between the number of agents and the query and update times of all structures. The BD-tree is clearly the slowest in query performance, whereas the Voronoi diagram-based method needs the most time to update the structure. For this small number of agents, the grid-based method and linear search are very efficient, but the nanoflann implementation of k-d trees offers comparable performance.

### 4.3.6 Tour de France scenario

In Figure 8, the BD-tree once again clearly has the worst query performance. We also note, however, that this is not a suitable setting for the grid-based method, due to the high local densities and small walkable area in a large environment. Furthermore, we observe that the methods based on k-d trees clearly give more consistent performance than those using
other spatial indexing structures. There are some unexpected peaks in the update time for the $k$-means method for which we have no definitive explanation; they are not present when the measurement is repeated, so they may have been caused by another program temporarily running on the same core.

### 4.3.7 Stationary agents test

Figure 9 shows that the three tests with varying degrees of stationary agents perform as expected: the implementation that updates an R-tree rather than rebuilding it has progressively better update performance as more agents are stationary, whereas other structures are unaffected. With 25% of the agents standing still, the R-tree has an average update time of 10 ms per time step; this drops to 3.6 ms when 75% of the agents do not move. This is comparable to the FLANN k-d tree, which needs an average of 3.2 ms, but still significantly slower than the nanoflann version, which requires 1.6 ms on average.

### 5 CONCLUSION

Having tested nine different implementations of structures for finding the $k$NNs of agents in a simulated crowd on a variety of scenarios, we can conclude that the nanoflann implementation of the k-d tree is the fastest by a large margin, even for a moderate number of agents, allowing us to process 100,000 agents in about 35 ms on a fast PC. Its performance also has the lowest variance of all structures. A grid-based approach can be efficient for moderate numbers of agents (up to about 1,000), mostly because updating the structure is cheap, but this method is sensitive to the spatial distribution of agents.

There are several areas of interest that could be explored in future work. In a simulation, each agent only ever moves a small distance per time step. We could potentially exploit this by only updating the query structure once every few time steps. We could even guarantee to find a superset of the exact result by increasing the search radius by twice the maximum distance any agent can move between updates. This modification could potentially give a great performance boost, but
research is needed to determine the number of time steps we could delay the update by.

Additionally, the performance of the Voronoi diagram-based method could be improved by implementing a point location algorithm and by employing higher order Voronoi diagrams. However, it seems unlikely that this will make it faster than a k-d tree.

We are currently working on a solution of the kNN problem in multi-layered environments, such as a building with multiple floors. In such environments, we cannot simply give the agents with the smallest Euclidean distance in 2-D, as these could be on a different floor. Instead, we must take visibility of agents into account when computing the k nearest neighbours.

We think that this study can benefit developers of software packages that perform kNN queries in a comparable setting.
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